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Overview
This is a physical or mental ''game'' design
workshop, based on the stories of
anthropophagy or cannibalism in the Art Field.
‘Eating its own kind’ embodies a dynamic
tension between self-destruction and
regeneration in the Art. In recognizing autocannibalism as an analogy to address the
broader question of labour exploitation, how
often categorically young artists and art school
students are subjected to various forms and
degrees of exploitation, no-less grounded upon
gender, caste or class discrimination in the
society. If there are structures or forms in it? The
workshop addresses question of ’'how to
become an actor in the force ﬁeld of preexisting power relationship?''

Course Code: OE2008 l Seats: 10

CAMPUS: Gandhinagar
Objective
The workshop aspires to collect stories of labour,
exploitation and resistance in Indian Art, decode
them, ﬁnd structure, and design layout and
games based on those situations. These games
will teach us how to survive in the art world.
Methodology
Stories will be shared for selection as case study
to study forms, intensity, structural hierarchies,
repetition, drama & decoding the situations to
adopt it as layout for game. Group and individual
games: sketches and writing instructions, Play
experiment and Improvisation & the Final game.
Deliverables
Design of Games for Artists and Artists’
Community, which can be played physically or
read as independent literature.

